
COILED TUBING 



Utilizing one of the Lower 48’s
leading fleets of large diameter
coiled tubing units and related
assets in combination with our 300-
plus highly trained personnel,
Conquest Completion Services
provides its oil & gas customers with
a complete frac plug drillout
solution through a Bundled Service
model, which has resulted in
industry leading operating efficiency
and significant customer value
creation.

DEDICATED TO
PROVIDING VALUE.



MORE THAN JUST PROVIDING
A COIL UNIT ON DEMAND

We remain focused on being a premier completion solutions
provider, developing tailored, technical solutions for our clients'
wellbores...which doesn't just mean providing a coil unit on demand

Because each wellbore is unique in the parameters specific to coiled
tubing applications, each job should be approached with a specific
engineered coiled tubing solution to mitigate risk and enable
maximum performance of the coiled tubing deployment. Coiled tubing
has become a commodity service line because the industry has moved
away from integrated service solutions.



Our coiled tubing division offers a complete bundled service solution
for operators during the frac plug milling operation. We also offer a full
line of services normally associated with large diameter coiled tubing.
Our fleet includes 1-1/4", 2", 2-3/8" and 2-5/8" coiled tubing units
offering the following services:

Plug and profile drillouts

Fluid pumping

Nitrogen services

Well cleanouts

Fishing and milling

Pre job analysis and design through the utilization of Cerberus

software

Real-Time fatigue monitoring through Reel-Trak software

Industry leading post job reporting through real time data

acquisition and recording in Orion DAS software

Our plug milling techniques focus on efficiency vs. speed. We believe
optimal milling speeds improve efficiency and provide time for the fluid
system to transport previous plug parts further up hole. We
continuously strive to achieve smaller debris and mill more plugs in a
single run.

UTILIZING ONE OF THE LARGEST
FLEETS IN THE US



OUR CUSTOMERS 
ARE OUR PARTNERS

Your satisfaction and peace of mind is
our top priority. We pride ourselves on
being the leading completions
provider, and it's our open and
constant communication with our
customers, as well as unparalleled
service that sets us apart. 
 
Long laterals, complex formations,
tight deadlines. You can count on us to
do the job right.



www.conquestllc.com

724 North Ashley Ridge Loop
Shreveport, LA 71106
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SOUTH EAST TEXAS


